1. Review General Rules
2. See schedule of events for date and time. Show will be held in the EXPO III building, with dirt arenas similar to state fair conditions.
3. Classes will be judged following the January 2023 4-H Dog Rule Books guidelines available at County Extension Offices or online at https://bookstore.ksre.ksu.edu/pubs/4H1120.pdf. This is a qualifying show for 4-H members enrolled in the Kansas 4-H project. After receiving two qualifying scores (blue or purple) from two different judges, the team must advance to the next level at the start of the next 4-H year.
4. Entry Forms must be completed and given to project leader by June 15th.
5. To be eligible to show in the 4-H Division of the Barton County 4-H Dog Show, members and their dogs must have been enrolled in the dog project by March 1st of the current year and attended a minimum of 8 of the dog project meetings offered.
6. 4-H Dog Show Immunization Record (October 2017 version) must be completed for each dog entered at the Dog Show. A copy of the fully completed form must accompany the entry form.
7. Only participating dogs are allowed at the Expo Grounds during the time of the show.
8. Any abuse of dogs on the grounds, or in the ring, will result in disqualification. Any dog that is overly aggressive or potentially dangerous to people or other dogs must be removed from the grounds and disqualified. Judgment may be made by either the judge or show committee.
9. No dog in season will be allowed to show and must be removed from the fairgrounds immediately.
10. Any dog with a contagious, communicable or infectious disease or condition, in the judgment of the show committee or judge, cannot be shown. The dog must be removed from the show grounds immediately. This includes but not limited to: warts, ringworm, lice, mange.
11. Each exhibitor may enter one dog in showmanship. Multiple dogs may be entered in Obedience, Agility and Rally-O.
12. Classes noted with * are not considered qualifying classes, as they are not offered at the Kansas State Fair.
13. No mobile phones and / or other electronic devices are allowed in the ring.

SHOWMANSHIP COMPETITION
*Age is determined as of January 1st of the current year*
1220 - Junior, age 7-9
1221 - Intermediate, age 10-13
1222 - Senior, age 14-18

OBEDIENCE COMPETITION
1223* - Sit & Heel, 1st year member, age 10 or under
1224* - Pre-Novice A—1st year handler/1st year dog
1225* - Pre-Novice B—Experienced handler with new dog
1226* - Pre-Novice C—Experienced Team
1227 - Novice A—1st year handler/1st year dog
1228 - Novice B—Experienced handler with new dog
1229 - Novice C—Experienced Team
1230 - Graduate Novice
1231 - Open A
1232 - Open B
1233 - Utility A
1234 - Utility B
AGILITY COMPETITION
(Small Dog is under 15” at withers, Medium Dog is 15-20” at withers, large dog is over 20” at withers)
1235* - Pre-Agility (on lead) small dog
1236* - Pre-Agility (on lead) medium dog
1237* - Pre-Agility (on lead) large dog
1238 - Level I Agility – small dog
1239 - Level I Agility – medium dog
1240 - Level I Agility – large dog
1241 - Level II Agility – small dog
1242 - Level II Agility – medium dog
1243 - Level II Agility – large dog
1244 - Level III Agility – small dog
1245 - Level III Agility – medium dog
1246 - Level III Agility – large dog

RALLY OBEDIENCE
1250* - Rally-O Level I
1251 - Rally-O Level II
1252 - Rally-O Level III